
 

 

Linedata sets new standard for managing shareholding 
disclosure workflow 
 

Linedata Disclosure Manager automates monitoring to meet regulatory obligations 
 

  
PARIS, BOSTON, HONG KONG, LONDON, NEW YORK, October 6, 2014: Linedata (NYSE Euronext: LIN), the global 
solutions provider dedicated to the investment management and credit industries, today announced the introduction 
of Linedata Disclosure Manager, an automated compliance monitoring service. Combining the robust engine of the 
award winning Linedata Compliance with superior client support, this newest Compliance as a Service offering 
allows firms to manage regulatory obligations across multiple jurisdictions while avoiding costly fines and penalties 
for non-disclosure.  
 
As financial markets become increasingly more complex and global in nature, a lack of global harmonization of 
shareholding disclosure regimes presents a major challenge for firms to manage regulatory obligations. These 
challenges range from monitoring and understanding transparency requirements set out by various regulatory 
authorities to aggregating and calculating required disclosures across a large number of sophisticated investment 
vehicles with complex ownership structures.  
 
Linedata Disclosure Manager automates the monitoring of required disclosures necessary for substantial shareholding, 
short-selling and takeover panel discussions. Leveraging the regulatory content provided by Derivative Services, 
an affiliate of Allen & Overy, the solution enables firms to build and sustain a robust compliance infrastructure and 
a culture of oversight and transparency. It also significantly addresses the risks of non-compliance, which attracts 
ever stricter penalties.  
 

“With rules differing from country to country, and a risk of criminal liability and/or substantial fines for non-
compliance, it is critical for asset managers to work with a trusted service provider who is committed to helping them 
meet their many regulatory obligations,” comments Bob Proctor, Vice President of Global Front Office Asset 
Management Product Strategy for Linedata. “Linedata’s global footprint, award winning compliance platform, 
superior client service and strong legal input from Derivative Services will provide the industry with a service 
offering that protects their reputational risk and meets their disclosure needs today and well into the future.” 
 
Leveraging the robust framework and rules engine of Linedata Compliance, Linedata Disclosure Manager provides 
automated monitoring and detecting of disclosures to provide a clear, actionable and aggregate overview of holdings. 
The easy to use browser based interface offers workflows to identify, research, modify and approve filing 
requirements via a secure connection to Linedata’s service centers. The tailored solution eases operational burdens 
of compliance officers and analyst allowing them to focus on their core business. 
 
Linedata Compliance has been awarded Buy-Side Technology's Best Buy-Side Compliance Product and Awards for 
Excellence in Compliance North America and Europe by Global Custodian. Additionally, Linedata was recognized by 
The Compliance Register Platinum awards for Best Technology Provider—Asset Management and Best Services Provider 
and was a runner-up for Best Technology Solutions Provider – Regulatory Reporting.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
ABOUT LINEDATA 
 
Linedata is a global solutions provider dedicated to the investment management and credit community, with close to 
1000 employees in 15 offices across the globe. Linedata has been at the service of the financial industry from day 
one, and applies its market and client insight to provide innovative and flexible mission-critical software and services 
that help its clients grow in over 50 countries. As a pioneer for over 15 years with the set-up of SaaS infrastructure 
for the financial industry, Linedata remains committed to this model throughout the global financial community and 
for its full range of products. Headquartered in France, Linedata achieved revenues of 
EUR 160.3 million in 2013. This company is listed on Euronext Paris compartment B FR0004156297-LIN – Reuters 
LDSV.LN – Bloomberg LIN:FP. 
 
 
 
 
For more information, please contact: 
 
Linedata  
Karen M. Hays 
Global Product Marketing Manager, Front Office Asset Management 
Tel: +1 617 912 4766 
karen.hays@na.linedata.com  
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